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Musicians shine
at Far East fest
STORY AND PHOTOS BY DAVE ORNAUER,
STARS AND STRIPES

KADENA AIR BASE – To just audition for the Far East Modern Music and Jazz Festival,
let alone qualify for EXCLUSIVE
it once, is quite an
achievement.
But to audition and
qualify in four consecutive years for the DODEA-Pacificsponsored festival? That’s beyond
amazing. Well, Jacqueline Puskas,
a senior at Humphreys High School
in South Korea, achieved that

during the event held Nov. 27-30 at
Kadena High School.
“This was an experience I will
never forget,” Puskas said after
completing her fourth trip to the
event.
She
extended
NEWS FROM:
thanks to what she
called the “amazing”
directors, instructors
and fellow musicians
around her to help further “this
amazing opportunity.”
The four-day event included 56
SEE FEST ON PAGE 2
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The entire jazz orchestra does their red-letter
best during their rendition of “Deck the Halls
with Bones and Saxes.”
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Far East jazz choir performs its
rendition of “Birdland”.

FEST:Musicians put on show

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

total musicians from 11 DODEAPacific schools in Japan, Okinawa, South Korea and Guam, who
were mentored by teachers from
those schools who specialize in
those music categories.
And those 56 were selected
from one of the largest fields of
auditioning musicians in the 10year history of the event – 182.
According to DODEA-Pacific
Far East Fine Arts Director Nathan McCoy, those 182 musicians
put together an audition tape.
“They are judged by teachers at different schools who each
have music degrees,” McCoy
said, adding the students are given feedback, whether selected or
not.
Once on the ground at Kadena,
48 total choir and jazz musicians
engaged in three days of rehearsals before the grand finale took

place Nov. 30 at the Kadena High
School auditorium.
The jazz choir delighted the
audience with renditions of
classic songs like “Birdland,”
“Moonglow” and Benny Goodman’s “Sing Sing Sing.”
Then the horns, woodwinds,
percussion, xylophone and upright bass musicians played spirited renditions of “Salt Peanuts,”
“My Romance” and “Harlem
Nocturne.”
They finished with “Deck The
Halls With Bones and Saxes” by
Andy Clark, and even a pop tune:
“Uptown Funk!”
Seven musicians were selected for the festival’s garage band,
which performed twice – leading
off the Friday finale, and also a
45-minute concert at the famed
Ferris wheel four-corner intersection of Okinawa’s American
Village.

The garage band adopted the
name “Sound Check” and even
had its own patch, designed by
Kubasaki senior vocalist Faith
Lee and embroidered by the
garage band’s lone returner,
Kadena junior vocalist Sabrina
Wrachford.
Sound Check featured seven
musicians, most of whom had
never met in person before the
festival. Wrachford knew Kadena sophomore guitarist Brett Davis, and Guam High’s sophomore
bassist Brandon Rivera and junior drummer Tatsuro Ito knew
each other. Yokota senior Smith
Frost played keyboard and Robert D. Edgren freshman Terence
Cunningham played guitar.
Unlike the other musicians,
“Sound
Check”
musicians
worked with each other before
the festival, using “Google Hangouts” to communicate and decide

on music.
There was just one requirement by festival elders – they
had to write and perform one
original song. Theirs was called
“I Know You Hate to Dance.”
The band also played a blend of
old time hits such as Soundgarden’s “Black Hole Sun” and Michael Jackson’s “Smooth Criminal,” and today’s sounds, such as
“Look What I’ve Found” by Lady
Gaga from the movie reboot “A
Star Is Born.”
“Black Hole Sun” left the most
people talking. Davis stepped to
the mic to do a solo of the chorus
and sounded like Chris Cornell,
Soundgarden’s late vocalist.
“If I’m going to do this Cornell tribute, I might as well do it
well,” Davis said. “This week has
been fun, playing music all week
with these guys.”
ornauer.dave@stripes.com
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BOYS CROSS COUNTRY ATHLETE OF THE YEAR

Siibo ran at his own pace
all the way to Far East title
BY DAVE ORNAUER,
STARS AND STRIPES
Published: Nov. 25, 2018

M

ost cross country runners say they don’t worry so much about their
opponents as how they themselves are doing on the courses.
But given how his rivals
played a virtual game of stopwatch leapfrog with each other
throughout the season, Akimanzi
Siibo said he couldn’t help but be
concerned about them.
“I definitely did my research,
looked at the times and what
they were capable of and I was
worried,” said Siibo, a Nile C.
Kinnick senior who, in the end,
conquered those fears by sweeping every meaningful race there

was to win and posting the Pacific’s top time of the season.
Siibo went undefeated in nine
races, including the Kanto Plain
finals on Oct. 27, the DODEAJapan finals on Oct. 20 at Yokota
where he ran the region’s top
time of 16 minute, 8.3 seconds,
and the Far East meet on Nov. 5
when he clocked 16:44.5 at Misawa Air Base, Japan.
For those feats, Siibo has been
named Stars and Stripes Pacific’s boys cross country Athlete of
the Year.
The 16:08.3 was a school record for a 3.12-mile race, and
he came within .3 seconds of the
region’s top time in the last four
years, set in 2015 by Yokota’s
Daniel Galvin. Siibo also set the
school record on the 2.9-mile
Tama Hills Recreation Center
course, clocking 15:12.1 on Sept.
29.
“He’s by far the most talented

kid to run at Kinnick,” coach
Luke Voth said of Siibo, who was
chiefly responsible for being the
leader of a Red Devils team comprised of youth and underclassmen, but somehow managed to
finish second in the Kanto finals
and first in DODEA-Japan.
Siibo says he credits star Red
Devils runners who’ve come
before him at Kinnick, such as
Jerry Lotz, the team’s leader in
2016, and Robert Beard in 2014,
for getting him ready for that responsibility.
“My team, my coach, they all
prepared me for that leadership
position,” Siibo said. “As a freshman and a sophomore, I was
looking up to those guys. They
helped me mature not just physically, but mentally. Then, when
I was a junior, a lot of freshmen
came in, and I had to assume that
leadership role.”
He took the advice that he

gave his teammates
in the Far East race.
“I just told my
teammates not
to worry, run
your
race,
do what you
could
do.
And
that’s
what I did,” Siibo said.
Siibo ran the Far East
meet in 16:44.5 and had
company the entire way
with American School In
Japan’s Trevor McAuliffe on
his right shoulder, and rivals
Trevor Williams of Kadena
and Matthew C. Perry’s Owen
Young in trail.
“Running with Trevor all
the way also worried me, but I
wasn’t too worried,” Siibo said.
“I was focusing on myself; otherwise, I’d have been too nervous
or would have fallen off.”
ornauer.dave@stripes.com

EXCLUSIVE NEWS FROM:

GIRLS CROSS COUNTRY ATHLETE OF THE YEAR

Armijo followed passion;
everyone followed her
STORY AND PHOTO BY DAVE ORNAUER,
STARS AND STRIPES
Published: Nov. 25, 2018

A

Matthew C.
Perry junior Angelique Armijo ran
the best time by a
DODEA-Pacific runner
this season, won the
DODEA-Japan final
and took the Division
II title in the Far East
meet.

year earlier, Angelique
Armijo was serving, setting and diving for digs on
the volleyball courts at Matthew
C. Perry.
But her passion – running
– gave way to a change in
sports this fall – and led to
very unexpected success
for her, at least as she tells
it.
The diminutive junior went
unbeaten during the DODEA-Japan
regular season, knocking several seconds off her times almost every time
out.
She posted a DODEA-Pacific-best
time of 19 minutes, 44 seconds in
winning the DODEA-Japan finals
on Oct. 20 at Yokota, then took the
Division II title and second overall
in the Far East meet on Nov. 5 at
Misawa Air Base, Japan. As a team,
Perry took second in Far East D-II.
For those accolades, Armijo has
been named Stars and Stripes Pacific’s girls cross country Athlete of the
Year. And she had a tight field to beat
out, including Kanto Plain champion
Annabel Stafford of Nile C. Kinnick and Guam island champion
Mikaela Domingo of St. Paul
Christian.
“It’s pretty surreal,”
Armijo said. “Going into

the season and making the switch from
volleyball, I never really expected to
be good.”
Armijo had played volleyball from
her freshman year after her family moved to Marine Corps Air Station
Iwakuni to Yuma, Ariz., “and it was a
big switch” to cross country, Armijo
said. She had already earned a spot on
the volleyball team in September before switching to running.
“I feel badly that it had to be right
after I made the volleyball team, but I
was more passionate about running,”
Armijo said.
It was a mixed bag of feelings, she
said. “I felt like I was disappointing
someone,” Armijo said of switching. “I
had friends on the volleyball team I’d
been close with. … People asked me
why I was doing it, but … my friends,
my parents, they’re supportive of everything I do. Like me, they didn’t
know something so great would come
out of it.”
Her mother has been running
marathons for years, and Armijo said
she felt it was something that the two
of them could enjoy together. Thus,
Armijo started running “almost every
day for months,” she said.
“It was a stress reliever, something I
didn’t think I would do competitively,”
Armijo said.
But her days at Iwakuni are pretty
much numbered; she and her family are due to transfer back to Yuma,
Ariz., the place of her birth, following
the school year. “So, I wanted to give it

Nile C. Kinnick
Red Devils senior
cross country runner
Akimanzi Siibo won
the Kanto finals, DODEA
-apan finals and the
Far East Division I title
this season and ran the
Pacific’s fastest time of 16
minutes, 8.3 seconds.
Photo by Emmanesta
Stovall, Special to
Stripes

a shot,” she said.
She went from running a 22:41 in
the first meet on Sept. 8 in Sasebo to
trimming 1:45 off her time a week later at Iwakuni, then clocking 20:44 on
Sept. 29 back at Sasebo, then slicing
off another minute with that DODEAPacific-best time on Oct. 13 at Iwakuni.
“Something good came out of it and
that’s what’s so unbelievable,” Armijo
said. “I didn’t expect all of it. No one
could have predicted it.”
Armijo said she couldn’t have done it
without the support of her teammates,
who encouraged her when she went up
against Stafford in the DODEA-Japan
finals on Oct. 20 at Yokota. “She was a
really fast runner,” Armijo said. “People kept saying to look out for her.”
But she overcame that and everything else, and along with it came a
“cool of the evening” feeling that was
also unexpected.
“I’m grateful to have
had a part in something
so great,” Armijo said.
“I’m going to miss it a lot.”
ornauer.dave@stripes.com
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FOOTBALL ATHLETE OF THE YEAR

Kelly’s cool
efficiency
propelled team
to perfection
STORY AND PHOTO BY DAVE ORNAUER,
STARS AND STRIPES
Published: Nov. 21, 2018

L

ife on the football field
could not have been
much worse for Nile C.
Kinnick, especially their new
quarterback, Patrick Kelly.
The junior was making his
first varsity start on that sultry Sept. 8 afternoon, and faced
a 33-6 deficit with 10 minutes,
52 seconds left. On the road. At
Kadena, the Red Devils’ biggest rival, which beat Kinnick
10 months earlier for the Division I title.
“I did get a little worried because it was our first game,”
Kelly said. “I didn’t know how
it was going to affect us and
there was this big deficit. But I
thought we could do it.”
Treyvion Morton’s rushing
touchdown with 7:34 left at
least made it seem respectable.
But the best was yet to come for
Kelly and his heroes.
A 53-yard scoring bomb to
Kaine Roberts. A 71-yard flanker screen pass for a touchdown
to Chris Watson, followed by
Morton’s 66-yard fumble-return touchdown.
Just like that, the Red Devils were leading 34-33 with 1:58
left, a lead they would not lose,
in a game that Kelly said would
“set the tone” for the rest of

the season – and showed
the Red Devils they had a
sure-fire replacement for
graduated
quarterback
Kacey Walker.
“He’s cool and calm as
a cucumber,” Kinnick assistant coach Gary Wilson said. “No situation
was too big for him. This
changed everything for
us. We became a passing
team.”
To the tune of Kelly
going 75-for-140 for
1,294 yards and 17
touchdowns
for
the Red Devils,
who finished unbeaten for the
first time in 22
seasons and won
the Far East Division I title for the first time in
school history.
For those accolades, Kelly
has been named Stars and
Stripes
Pacific
high school foot- EXCLUSIVE
ball Athlete of the
Year.
The Red Devils
had to come from
behind three times in seven
regular-season games.
And they did it with a quarterback who saw minimal playing time in 2017, mostly when
Kinnick was far ahead, as
Walker, a four-year starter, took

Nile C. Kinnick quarterback Patrick Kelly took the reins of the
Red Devils offense this season after being the understudy for
two years and led Kinnick to its first DODEA Pacific Far East
Division I football title.

most meaningful snaps. Still,
Kelly was twice named Kinnick’s junior varsity MVP, so it
wasn’t as if he was a greenhorn.
“I knew people were counting on me since
NEWS FROM: Kacey left …
I knew people
had a lot of
faith in me going into the
season. I was just trying to live
up to the expectations of everybody else,” Kelly said.
Head coach Dan Joley said
he had faith from the beginning,
even with the Red Devils sporting “the best cast of athletes

that may have ever walked the
halls of Kinnick” leading to a
fast-paced, no-huddle offense
that averaged 36.4 points per
game.
“His football acumen is incredible,” Joley said, adding
that Kelly was given the latitude to read defenses and determine the “best path to success” on each play.
Aside from studying film, “he
studies personalities and is a
master-level people reader who
knows how to manage a crowd,
especially a crowd of hungry
athletes who want to touch the
football.”

That included Morton, who
rushed for 914 yards and 13
scores on 101 carries, and Roberts and Watson, who combined
for 44 catches, 1,028 yards and
15 TDs.
They went on to down Kadena 38-20 on Nov. 10 for the Division I title, but it was that first
encounter that laid the groundwork for a special season in
Red Devil country.
“That was against our toughest opponent and we came
back, and that helped us for future games,” Kelly said.
ornauer.dave@stripes.com
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 Keep your pet safe
File photo

this holiday season



BY CAPT. MELISSA A. DUGAN, DVM, OIC,
WIESBADEN VTF

          T
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he holiday season is
quickly approaching and
with it comes cold weather, festive decorations, amazing
food and large gatherings. To
avoid the most wonderful time
of the year becoming the most
memorable time of the year for
the wrong reasons, certain precautions should be taken to keep
our furry family members safe.
It’s always tempting to give in
to those adorable, tear-shaped,
pleading eyes when they are
begging for human food, however, certain human foods can
make animals very sick. Chocolate, turkey, sugar-free products
containing xylitol, grapes, raisins, onions, garlic, macadamia
nuts, bones and fat trimmings
are just a few of the culprits we
might be tempted to feed our
pets. Each pet responds to the
toxin a little differently so it’s
best to just avoid feeding people
food and a potential expensive
trip to the veterinary emergency
center. Keep any treats left out
for guests out of your pets reach
and keep the trash cans covered.
Decorations are beautiful, expressive ways to celebrate various holidays, however they can
pose a serious hazard to pets.
Most are made from materials
that can be toxic if ingested by
animals. Cats are notorious for
ingesting tinsel and strings from
gift wrap that can cause severe
gastrointestinal problems that
often require emergency surgery. Bright, shiny, blinking
decorations are a huge hit, but
are often plugged in. Dogs especially like to chew on electrical
wires and risk being electrocuted. Some cats like to chew
the individual light bulbs on the
tree. This poses a double hazard … electrocution and knocking over the unsecured tree. It’s
best to cover cords and unplug
any non-essential electrical
equipment every time you leave
the house. Try to put decorations out of your pet’s reach and
secure your Christmas tree so it

won’t fall over on passers-by.
Many holiday plants are toxic
to pets. Most species of lilies
are toxic to cats and can cause
symptoms as mild as excessive
drooling to those severe as
acute kidney failure or death.
Holly berries, mistletoe, and
poinsettias are all toxic and
again, symptoms can range from
mild salivation, vomiting, and
diarrhea to seizures, lethargy,
renal failure or death. The
ASPCA has a more inclusive list
for toxic plants for animals at
the following link: http://www.
aspca.org/pet-care/animalpoison-control/toxic-and-nontoxic-plants.
Traveling with pets can be
challenging. Start planning
early. Contact your local Veterinary Treatment Facility (VTF)
if you are flying and/or crossing
borders. Several countries have
strict animal import requirements and you could potentially
be facing an unexpected quarantine if you don’t plan appropriately. If you are boarding
your pets, ask the kennel what
vaccinations and preventatives
are required and contact the
VTF to ensure you are current
and can board your animals.
Large crowds can create undue stress for our pets. If you
are having guests over, create a
‘safe haven’ for your pet either
in a room by themselves or in a
quiet place away from guests.
This is especially useful if your
guest list includes children and
your pet isn’t used to them.
These are just a few pointers
for keeping your furry family
members safe during the holiday season.
You can also find a complete
listing of VTF locations, using
the milPetED App (available for
both Apple & Android) - here and
at, http://rhce.amedd.army.mil.
If you have any questions or
concerns, please contact your
local Veterinary Treatment Facility.
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Spouse starts
fitness-oriented
company
across the world to Yokota AB in Japan, where
we’ve been the past three
and a half years.

BY TAKAHIRO TAKIGUCHI,
STRIPES JAPAN

D

rawing
inspiration
from her mother, Patricia Reyes Vergara
is trying to do some good for
those who have gone through
similar adversities. As part
of her effort, the Yokota AB
spouse started a fitness program and workout wear company that looks to give a portion
of its profits to charity. Her site,
Patriciavergarafit.com, offers
personal training programs
fit to you, as well as Versa Fit
Wear, workout clothing designed by Vergara.
Recently, Vergara sat down
with Stripes Japan to talk about
her background and business.

Q
A

. Tell us about yourself and your
background.
. I was born in the small
town of Abilene, Texas.
I met my now husband
Eduardo playing at a soccer tournament at age 15.
We later got married and
had our beautiful daughter, Sofia. Upon graduating from Texas State University, we had to move

Q
A

.Your profile mentions going
through some adversities in your
life. What were those and how
did they affect what you are doing now?
.
I remember standing
next to my father, being as
tall as his knee, begging
him to stop. The images of
my mother with two purple eyes still haunts me.
There were many times
my mother, sisters and I
had to run, hide and hope
to get through another
day. Only through those
experiences, did I realize
the lack of help individuals have in these types of
situations.
Since I was a young adolescent, I knew that I
had to do more. So, my
journey into entrepreneurship began in middle
school. I began to create
things, research, and develop business models.
After many attempts of
starting a business, and

through my failures, I created a brand called Versa
Fit Wear. Versa Fit Wear is
not only a fitness apparel
brand for the entire family, but its main purpose is
to create a positive impact
and change the areas that
we care about. We hope to
help survivors of domestic
violence and rape through
each launch, by donating a
percentage of our profits
to a charity/individual that
truly needs help.

Q
A

Q
A

. What was the motivation to becoming an entrepreneur?
. It’s always been my mother, who is truly the kindest person I know. Seeing
her hurt, unhappy and
stuck has always been my
number one motivation to
change things. As well as
all individuals that have
gone through a similar
situation. Although, discipline has kept me here, I
continue to grow upon the
skills I have developed
over time and maintaining the vision of helping as
many families as possible.

. Tell us about creating Versa Fit
Wear.
. Versa Fit Wear is truly
one of a kind. I personally
sketched out the design
and sent it off to my team
to transform my sketches
into digital 3D graphics. We then searched
for the perfect material
and find a manufacturer
around the world that
can produce the piece. It
is a lengthy process, but
our goal is to have a new,
high-quality product for
every launch. We are in
the process of developing
men’s apparel, and in the
near future we will also
have children’s fitness apparel.

Q
A

. What would you say to a military
spouse that may be thinking
about starting a business?
. If you are reading this and
are wanting to do more,
let me just say… YOU
CAN! Everyone has the
potential to start something, you just have to
take that first step.

Q

. What do you think is the most
important aspect in cultivating
a healthy lifestyle for the entire
family, and why? Do you find it
tougher to achieve those healthy
goals when living abroad?
. I believe it is so important to begin cultivating
a healthy lifestyle at a
young age. I remember
growing up and seeing my
parents take multiple pills
and insulin shots per day.
I realized I had to change
my destiny and only then
did I begin my research
to a healthier lifestyle. As
a parent now, I strive to

A
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Photos courtesy of Patricia Reyes Vergara

teach my daughter about
portion sizes, healthier
food options, and also
creating foods that are
not only healthy but tasty.
Living in Japan, has only
fortified my beliefs about
living a healthier lifestyle.
Japan is a great example
of teaching the younger
generation about how important nutrition is in our
day-to-day lives. Living
abroad or not, sustaining a healthy lifestyle is
possible. Change begins
with YOU. Cultivating a
healthy mindset is important now more than ever.
I had to learn this later in
life, but my daughter does
not have to.

Q
A

. What is next for you and your
brand?
. The sky is the limit! Honestly, I have big plans for
Versa Fit Wear - our vision
is to help millions of families. One of my life goals
is to be able to donate one
hundred thousand dollars
to a charity, and I know it
will happen. With the love
and support of the Versa Fit Wear community,
we will achieve that and
more.
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KASAHARA HONEY CAFE
Our beekeepers harvest 100% pure Japanese honey.
Honey collected from nature-rich Suo Oshima is famous in Japan and abroad.
Our drinks and sweets all contain honey.

   
    
      
Restaurant hours: 11 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Closed on Thursdays
7270 Kuka, Suo Oshima-cho,
Oshima-gun, Yamaguchi Pref.
Tel: 0820-72-2860
Web: alohaorange.com

Enjoy our honey treats while taking in the beau ful view of the Seto Inland Sea.

Hours: 10 a.m.-5 p.m. / Closed: Monday and Tuesday (Open on Japanese holidays)
Address: 473-1 Higashimigama, Oshima-cho, Oshima-gun, Yamaguchi Pref.
About 10 minutes by car from the Oshima Ohashi Bridge
TEL: 0820-74-5283 / Web: kasahara-honey.net

*We don’t accept restaurant reservaons

Osamurai Jyaya

Hikoemon

http://www.chidori-group.co.jp/

Old Japanese-style tea café

We are Dog Experts

What r
we offe

Ryuzaki Onsen

Hours: 11 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Close: Every Thursday TEL: 0820-73-1511

Enjoy our restaurant and souvenir shop.
We are known for our Curry Rice
and Iriko (Dried Fish Soup) Soba.
Our hospitality will remain
in your memories.
1094-1 Doi,
Suo-oshima-cho,
Oshima-gun,
Yamaguchi Pref.

Chidori

Hours 10 a.m. – 9:30 p.m.
Closed Mondays, except when a holiday

One of the highest quality hot springs
in Chugoku District. Our indoor and
outdoor baths overlook the mountain
and bay. Aer soaking in our hot
springs, enjoy fresh sashimi or Kamameshi, a pot of steaming rice, meat
and vegetables.

ANIMAL FUREAI VILLAGE
93-1 Higashi Migama, Suo-oshima-cho, Oshima-gun, Yamaguchi Pref.
Open/Wed-Mon 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Closed/Tuesday (expcept for pet hotel service)
Animal park is open Saturday, Sunday and Japanese Holiday only.
For Pet Funeral Service, call 0120-127-530(24 hours a day)

Tel: 0820-77-1234
hp://ryuzakionsen.info/
Yamaguchi Pre Oshima-gun Suo Oshima-cho Oaza Higashi Agenosho 685-2

M C A S I WA KU N I

★

Sanyo
Expressway

Oshima Ohashi
188

ANIMAL FUREAI VILLAGE
Oshima Ohashi

437

ALOHA ORANGE
KASAHARA
HONEY CAFE

437

Ya s h i r o I s l a n d

Ya s h i r o I s l a n d

Osamurai Jyaya Hikoemon
Ryuzaki Onsen Chidori
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Happo-One
Photos courtesy of Hakuba.com
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HAKUBA.COM

I

nterested in hitting the slopes in Japan this season? Before you
do, check out this guide which has everything you need to know
for planning your ski trip to the Hakuba Valley this winter.

The Hakuba Valley
The Hakuba Valley hosted the 1998 Winter Olympics and has
since become an international destination for ski enthusiasts.
Thanks to an incredible variety of terrain, 33 feet of annual
powder snow, and the allure of Japan’s unique culture,
Hakuba has exploded in popularity. In fact, this year
the Valley was added to the prestigious Epic Pass,
a collection of 55 amazing resorts from around
the world. Epic Pass holders can now ski the
Hakuba Valley for five days for free.

How to access Hakuba
nCAR: Hakuba sits 170 miles west of
downtown Tokyo and can be reached
within four hours by car. Many
accommodations have car parking for
guests and the resorts have accessible
parking lots.
nSHINKANSEN & BUS: From Tokyo
Station take the Shinkansen to Nagano
Station then take a bus to Hakuba Station.
The journey takes about three hours and costs
¥9,800.
nJR AZUSA: Departing from Shinjuku Station and
Tachikawa Station, this train runs directly to Hakuba

Station and is slightly cheaper than the Shinkansen option at
¥7,900. The total journey takes about four hours.

Mountain Overview
There are 11 resorts in the Hakuba Valley providing incredible
variety of terrain, runs, and experiences. Here are our suggestions
for newbies, intermediates, families, and advanced skiers.

at the top of the Gondola; stop for
or snack with magical views righ
Hakuba Valley.

n FAMILES: Iwatake
A great option for families or g
ties, Iwatake has terrain for every
utes from Hakuba Station, the r
from Happo Village.
Once beginners build confidenc
the top of the mountain all the wa
challenging intermediate routes t
vanced skiers can stay busy as w
powder skiing and a terrain park.
Insider tip: After you’re done s
delicious ramen at one of the best r
from the gondola entrance and cro
skis and snowboards out the front.

nFIRST TIMER’S AND INTERMEDIATES: Happo-One
The largest resort in the Valley, Happo-One
hosted several different events during the
1998 Olympics including the alpine
skiing downhill, the super giant slalom, and the ski jumping. While
the mountain is quite steep,
50% of the runs are suitable
for intermediate riders and
the views from Happo-One n ADVANCED: Cortina
Iwatake
Cortina receives the highest s
may be the best in the encally
gets twice as much snow a
tire Valley. Beginners can
find their balance on one love backcountry skiing, perfectly
of the more mellow green sidecountry skiing then visit Cor
runs a
runs, such as Sakka.
te
Many of the international
ski schools operate out
of this resort making it
a good option for first
timers. The main village also sits at the foot
of Happo-One which
opens your options nicely for drinks and dinner
after skiing.
Insider Tips: On a clear sky
Cortina
day, head to the Corona Terrace
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Snow Monkeys in Hakuba
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r a drink
ht up the

groups with a mix of abiliy ability level. Just 10 minresort is easily accessible

ce, they can take an easy run from
ay to the base; there are also more
that branch off from this run. Adwell as there are high speed runs,
.
skiing, relax with a beer and some
restaurants in the Valley. Come out
oss the road to a wooden shack with
. You will not be disappointed.

snow fall in the valley and typias the neighboring resorts. If you
y placed tree runs, and unmatched
rtina! There are only 13 on-piste
at Cortina, but the resort is inerlinked with neighboring Norikura Resort and the Cortina lift
pass gets you access to all 25
combined runs. The iconic
Green Plaza hotel sits at
the base of Cortina and is
a great place for drinks
and dinner after skiing
Cortina.
Insider Tip: Go here
on a powder day! You’ll
be able to ski waste

deep in fresh powder snow. Make sure to arrive early as other powder enthusiasts will certainly be visiting Cortina as well.

Lift Tickets / Gear
RESORT

FULL-DAY

HALF-DAY

NIGHT

Cortina

¥4,000

¥3,000

¥1,500

Norikura

¥3,500

¥2,700

N/A

Tsugaike Kogen

¥4,900

¥3,900

¥2,000

Iwatake

¥4,200

¥2,900

N/A

Happo-One

¥5,200

¥4,200

¥2,000

Hakuba 47

¥5,000

¥3,980

N/A

Hakuba Goryu

¥5,000

¥3,980

¥1,900

You can also purchase an “All Valley Pass” which allows pass
holders access to every resort within the Valley. These passes cost
¥6,000 per day and can be purchased at hakuba.com/plan-your-trip/
lift-passes/.
n RENTALS: There are a handful of English-speaking rental
shops in Hakuba. Prices will vary slightly between shops, but the
following prices are approximately what you will pay for rentals
per day
n ADULT STANDARD SKI OR SNOWBOARD SET: ¥4,250
n BOOTS: ¥2,100

nJACKET & PANTS: ¥1,500
n HELMET: ¥1,000

Where to Stay
The best places to stay are Happo-Village, Echoland, or Wadano
as these areas boast plenty of nightlife options and are centrally
located making every resort easily accessible. Hakuba has accommodations at every price point - from youth hostels to jaw dropping
luxury. One great midrange hotel is the Hakuba Springs Hotel. Located five minutes from the gondola, the hotel houses probably the
best sushi in all of Hakuba Valley as well as a great late-night sports
bar.

Day Trips
There are loads of great day trips and off-mountain activities in
the area, but the world-famous snow monkeys are by far the most
popular option among visitors. You can access them by car in two
hours, by public transit in three, or on a full day guided tour. Whichever option you choose, the monkeys are worth a visit!
For more information on The Hakuba Valley, including a 15%
discount on all Hakuba.com accommodation for military personnel
and your families, please visit www.Hakuba.com and enquire using
promo code “military2019”.
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Best spots for a
creative Tokyo date
STORY AND PHOTOS BY JAMES WONG
METROPOLIS MAGAZINE

R

omantic moments are completely achievable in the capital with a bit of investigation and a
splash of creativity. As we reach optimum temperatures, night falls with glistening stars that
set perfect scenes for memorable dates. We uncover some of Tokyo’s best spots after dark,
along with date ideas to impress your sweetheart.

Snuggle up with a hot
drink on a hidden rooftop

Feast on a
night picnic

A-Bridge is one of the most adorable
hidden gems in the city. Close to
Sangenjaya Station, the spot is
tucked away in a little alley where a
rather scary-looking elevator
brings you up to a quaint topfloor café-bar with recycled
furniture, stacks of CDs and
random art. The roof terrace is
decked with wooden benches
and the views tower over one of
the trendiest parts of West Tokyo.
Order a hot chocolate with marshmallows and cosy
up with your date while live music echoes from the
lounge behind you.

We’ve all had picnics on sunny
days, but have you ever tried one
at night? Although Yoyogi Park is
packed with tourists during the
day, dark skies filter them out at
night, making it a perfect spot for
a nocturnal picnic. The colorfullylit fountain area provides a scenic
view, so bring a blanket, pack
a surprise picnic, and let your
date try and guess what they’re
eating. There are convenience
stores close to most of the park
entrances, so don’t forget those
beers.

Bike ride through lights
Nakano is often left out of Tokyo travel guides,
meaning this neighbourhood is generally backpackand selfie-stick-free. But that’s not to say that it
doesn’t carry an abundance of attractions: biking
through Nakano, whizzing through its wide streets
under neon lights, and stopping at some of its
delicious eateries and dessert vendors, all makes
for a perfect date. In Nakano you’ll find Daily
Chico, famous for their eight-layer soft-serve ice
cream that’s perfect for sharing. The shop can be
found in Nakano Broadway, a 13-level complex of
commercial fun (imagine a cooler Akihabara). At
night you can take your lover on a tour of the local
area, including the enchanting Nakano 3-chome
area lined with fairy lights and cute little restaurants
and bars, before releasing a bit of steam in one of
the many karaoke joints.

Play games all night
Gamer geek or not, a night of retro Super Nintendo
is pretty good fun for anyone, and a way to break
the ice on a first date. The 8bit Café is concealed
on the fifth floor of a shabby building by Shinjukusanchome Station, and inside it’s video game
heaven. The walls are covered floor-to-ceiling in
‘80s and ‘90s gaming memorabilia with a giant
Game Boy centerpiece. Battle out over Mario Kart
with your competitive partner, fuelled by highballs,
and afterwards skip through the lights of buzzing
Shinjuku downstairs. Menchie’s Frozen Yogurt is a
nice pit stop during your explorations and is open
until 11pm.

Have an affordable
fancy dinner
A stunning rooftop restaurant with amazing food
and drinks doesn’t have to cost a week’s salary,
even in uber-cool Daikanyama. Hacienda del Cielo
is a popular Mexican restaurant on the 9th floor of
the Mansard Daikanyama building. This place gets
busy, so it’s best to make a reservation, although
it may be possible to get a table out on the heated
terrace late at night on a weekday without one.
The view is fantastic, including a distantly-lit Tokyo
Tower. Food options include Mexican classics such
as tacos, fajitas and quesadillas, with delicious
cocktails and frozen margaritas. A glass of sangria
comes in at a very reasonable ¥500 and small
‘Platillos’ dishes range between ¥300 and ¥500
each.

Watch the sunset
surrounded by art
The Mori Art Museum is open until 10pm every
evening except Tuesdays, and there is a quiet café
in the City View Observation Deck area to watch
the sun go down. After exploring this fascinating
museum of modern art, take a stroll over to the
Mori Garden — a quiet hideaway between the
buildings of Roppongi Hills. Around Christmas time,
the garden and surrounding areas are illuminated
with twinkling lights.

Admire a nighttime rainbow
They don’t make bridges much prettier at night
than the Odaiba Rainbow Bridge. The 798-meter
suspension bridge runs from Shibaura Pier to the
Odaiba waterfront, and you can actually walk along
it during the day. From sunset to midnight, the
bridge lights up in a series of rainbow colors using
energy-saving non-electrode lamps, and boats pass
underneath. Enjoy these scenes from the seaside
park, or, if you’re feeling brave, take a dip together
in the cold water.
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Camping in the great outdoors!


30% Military Discount!
About 80 minutes from MCAS Iwakuni
* Closed winterme (Dec 1 - Mar 31)

Chugoku
Expressway

Visit www.go-rakan.jp/rakan_top.php
for more informaon and reservaon.

TEL 0827-74-0010 FAX 0827-74-0606

Tacos Del Rio

We serve the tasest tacos around!

• Fresh handmade corn torllas
• Chicken, pork or beef prepared daily
• Delicious side orders
• Homemade chili beans

Discount for acve-duty and military rerees

We’re located on the Nishiki River.
Dogs are allowed on terrace eang area and in the river.
Open on weekends
OPEN 11:00 a.m.~17:00 p.m.
Last Order 16:30
Check us out on Facebook
Instagram#tacosdelrio_iwakuni

to 7 Falls, Nishiki Town and Muikaichi
Nishikigawa Seiryu Line
Naguwa Staon
187

Mukuno Staon
2
to Moo Valley

Vending Machines
Restarea
3 FALLS BRIDGE

to Miwa

TEL 070-7566-4450
15-20 Naguwa, Mikawacho, Iwakuni City,
Yamaguchi Pref.
20 min. from iwakuni IC by car.
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Kure City

History flourishes at
Irifuneyama Park
STORY AND PHOTOS BY
DAVID KRIGBAUM,
WAYFARERDAVES.COM

N

ostalgic, beautiful and even
whimsical were the three words
that came to mind as I passed under the gate topped with a wrought-iron
arch and into the park. Before me was
a lush green space with over-sized paving stones for walking paths, one leading uphill past an over-sized clock tower
that wouldn’t have looked out of place in
Disneyland and a white-hatted little hut
obscured by green bushes and clusters
of purple flowers, the other towards a
simple, traditional detached room.
In a normal place these features could
be chalked up to fancy for its own sake,
but at Irifuneyama Park every one of
these details has history and meaning.
The paths are paved with stones from
the old tramway, which a sign points
out was the sixth to open in all of Japan.
The white building is a sentry hut that
has stood guard over the commanderin-chief’s residence likely since its construction, two foot-shaped valleys worn
deeply into the

stone pad on the precise spot where Sailors stood guard every hour of the day for
decades. The clock tower once topped
the Kure Naval Arsenal Engineering Department and even now still works and
plays a melody every four hours decades
after outliving its original purpose of letting busy shift workers know the time as
they constructed everything from torpedo boats to the world’s largest battleship.
And the little rest house? It was once
rented for a year by the future Fleet
Adm. Heihachiro Togo when he was
Chief of Staff at the newly established
Kure Naval Station 1890-91. Cheesy, but
visiting in the spring I could honestly say
this is a place where history flourishes.
Kure, like the other former naval
ports, is a navy town. It owes its existence
as anything other than an irrelevant fishing village to the navy constructing a
base here and for that reason I think it’s
easy to see why people are nostalgic for
a place that preserves its memory. Kure
Chinjufu (Naval Station) opened in 1889
at a time when Japan was beginning to
modernize and was
both the result
and an engine
of this drive.
For
nearly

half a century they produced many of
the best warships in the world and the
people of Kure can directly see that this
was the handiwork of their grandparents, great-grandparents and families.
Irifuneyama Park is built on the
property of the Official Residence of
the Kure Naval Station Commander-inChief, which is still the park’s star attraction, but now surrounded by many
other touchstones of Kure history neatly
packed into one spot.
The residence itself was built in 1905
as a replacement for its predecessor
that was destroyed in an earthquake
that year. While funding was appropriated for building new working facilities, barracks and other living quarters,
including the commander’s home, had
to be rebuilt with existing materials so
the two-story became one. It served as
the commander-in-chief residence until
the end of World War II. The Americans briefly occupied Kure before it
was turned over to the British Commonwealth Occupation Force and the residence was used by its commander until
1956. It was turned over to the Japanese
government and in 1966 given to Kure
City which immediately set about preserving it as a museum. Given the period
I think it was rather far-sighted of them

to do so as quickly as they did.
The residence is deceptive in a good
way. From the front I thought it was a
charming little English cottage with a
pleasant asymmetry to it. This is almost
a façade as most of the house hidden
behind the half-timber is actually a traditional Japanese mansion. Most of the
living space is tatami rooms, spacious by
Japanese standards and with lots of nowrare Meiji-era glass windows both outside and even in some of the room doors.
It even has hallways between rooms
which is another uncommon feature in
Japanese homes.
Though no sign says so, the front door
is not the entrance but entry is gained
through the kitchen in the right side.
Coming in from there we were led inside by our guide through the Japanese
side then into the front where it abruptly
shifts from East to West as tatami and
sliding shoji doors give way to hardwood
floors and gilded wallpaper and like a
TARDIS, it looks cozy from the front outside, but it is bigger on the inside.
The Western-style rooms were for
receiving guests and making an impression. It feels like a English mansion with
its fine ornamentation and furnishing.
Sadly, almost none of the furniture or
other furnishing, while period correct
for when the house was built, is original.
The British Commonwealth Occupation
Forces stripped it bare when departing,
leaving only white walls in their stead.
Speaking of white walls, the original
walls were later discovered to have had
unique embossed gold wallpaper called
kinkara-kami. This is a Japanese style of
gold-embossing paper that is very rare
even in Japan and despite its local origin
perfectly fits with the Western rooms.
When the house was restored in the
early 1990s, craftsman recreated and reapplied the wallpaper.
I couldn’t get enough of this place as I
love that upper-class English style.
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Everything about it just held
my attention. I’ll be honest. I
want to have afternoon cream tea in the
guest room. I’d pay good money to do it.
Other little details outside the home
have also been preserved such as the
dedicated fire plug (precursor to the fire
hydrant) and oil tank beside the house.
I like this because these are small and
usually discarded details for old houses
that could easily have been removed or
built over but instead are maintained
here.
The park has a few other buildings,
two of which are also historic. One is the
former Takagarasu powder magazine,
from one of the area coastal defense batteries that protected Kure. This is the
only Imperial Japanese Army artifact
in the park and an unusual example of
military architecture in that it combines
a rough-hewn stone construction with

A STARS AND STRIPES COMMUNITY PUBLICATION

a traditional Japanese roof. I’d learned
that these old powder magazines were
designed with strong walls and relatively weak roofs so that if the contents
detonated the explosion would be funneled upward through the roof and not
explode outward. If look at the side
you’ll see that the building is raised off
the ground, this was to keep the magazine cool.
There’s two other museum buildings,
one is the ticket counter and local museum located in the former stable and
garage that has a small collection of
artifacts related to the building and its
occupants. None of it is in English, but
even if you can’t read Japanese it has
a few interesting pieces on display like
building plans, maps and some personal
belongings from the last naval station
commander.
The
other
museum
is
also

Japanese-only; it’s all about the process
for creating kinkara-kami and has the
embossing rollers on display. Our tour
guide pointed out that both this and the
art for creating slate roof shingles used
in the house are dead arts in Japan and
when the current generation of practitioners die they will have to go abroad
to upkeep the residence, though the museum is trying to get people interested
in learning the art of kinkara-kami and
holds workshops.
Final note, when standing at the park
gate and facing away from it, look at the
intersection to your left. There’s a set of
tall stone steps leading up to the nursing school. These stairs are all that remain of the former Kure Naval Hospital.
There’s no sign or placard about it, I only
learned about it because the English
release of In This Corner of the World
points it out in their Kure & Hiroshima
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ADDRESS: 4-6 Saiwai-cho,
Kure City 737-0028
TEL: +81 823-21-1037
URL: http://irifuneyama.com/

Then & Now featurette.
There’s a lot to see but it can easily be
done in an hour if just passing through
all the stops, though with a guide explaining things to us and the time needed
to stop to translate we were there for two
and a half. While the museums aren’t
in English, every sign around the park
and inside the residence is bilingual so
I didn’t have any language issues here.
Admission is 250 yen for the residence and museum, though the rest of
the park is free.

+81 (3) 5441-9800
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KOBE LUMINARIE ILLUMINATION (Hyogo
prefecture): Dec. 7-16, 6-9:30 p.m. on Mon.-Thu., 6-10
p.m. on Fri., 6-10 p.m. on Sat., 5-10 p.m., on Sun, 5-9:30
p.m..; 24th memorial illumination with the theme of
“Luci di felicita” decorated with 510,000 LEDs, in
Kobe city, designed for a mass for victims by the
Great Earthquake in 1995; seven-minute walk from
Motomachi Station on JR Kobe Line; 078-303-0038.
YOKOHAMA LANDMARK TOWER MERRY SNOW
CHRISTMAS 2018 (Kanagawa prefecture): Through
Dec. 25, commemorating 25th anniversary of
Yokohama Landmark Plaza, featuring “Merry Snow
Christmas” with a 26.2ft. (8-meter) Christmas tree
decorated in a main hall of the building, 1st floor of
Landmark Plaza, and Grand Galleria, 1st floor of Mark
IS Minatomirai, along with snow falling sessions
collaborated with music scheduled 5 and 6:30
p.m., on Dec. 8, 15, 22, 23 and 24, 5:30 p.m. on Dec.
9, 16, 25, also special Merry Snow Christmas live
performances on Dec. 22-25, and illumination along
the routes from JE Yokohama Station East Exit to
Minato Mirai Grandmall Park between 4-11 p.m. until
Feb. 17; Yokohama Landmark Plaza, three-minute
walk from Minato Mirai Line Minato Mirai Station or
five-minute walk from JR Sakuragicho Station; 045222-5015.
KURIHAMA FLOWER PARK WINTER ILLUMINATION
2018 (Kanagawa prefecture): Through Dec.25, 5-8
p.m.; decorated with 120,000 LEDs with the theme
of “Fairy-tale” at Cosmos Poppy Garden Hiroba,
Kurihama Flower Park; 15-minute walk from JR
Kurihama Station on Yokosuka Line or Keikyu
Kurihama Station; Free; 046-833-8282.
ROPPONGI HILLS GALAXY ILLUMINATION 2018
(Tokyo): Through Dec. 25, 5-11 p.m.; with the theme
of “Live Veil,” featuring illumination of “snow &
blue” 700,000 LED lights on Keyaki Street; Subway
Hibiya Line to Roppongi Station; 03-6406-6000;www.
roppongihills.com/en/sp/christmas/2018/illumination/
TOKYO OPERA CITY CHRISTMAS ILLUMINATION
2018 (Tokyo): Through Dec. 25, 4:30-11:15 p.m. at Tokyo
City Opera City; illumination on a 39-foot tree with LED
lights with the theme of “Fantasy Illumination” runs
every 20-minute, collaborating with the projection
mapping on Dec. 20-25; www.tokyooperacity.co.jp;
03-5353-0700.
TOKYO SKYTREE DREAM CHRISTMAS 2018 (Tokyo):
Through Dec. 25, 4 p.m.-midnight; 25; illumination with
the theme of “Colorful Christmas” at a 26ft. Christmas
tree, ornaments on the world-tallest tower along with
Tokyo Skytree Arena and Town with 520,000 LEDs,
also on Dec. 1-25, eight-minute projection mappings
on a 394ft.-wide screen run at 5:30. 6, 6:30, 7, 7:30 and
8 p.m. at 394ft.in height of the tower; Tokyo Skytree
Station on Tobu-Line or Oshiage Station on metro;
0570-55-0634; www.tokyo-skytreetown.jp/english/.
TOKYO MIDTWON CHRISTMAS ILLUMINATION
2018 (Tokyo): Through Dec. 25, 5 -11 p.m.; blue-based
“Starlight Garden” art of six different illuminations
decorated with 500,000 LEDs with the theme of
“space” using 100 lighting balloons at Midtown,
Midtown Garden, Garden Terrace, Galleria and
Plaza; from Roppongi Station on Metro Hibiya and
Chiyoda Lines, and Roppongi Station on Oedo-Line;
03-3475-3100; www.tokyo-midtown.com/en/.
MEGUROGAWA MINNA NO ILLUMINATION 2018
(Tokyo): Through Jan. 6, 5-10 p.m.; Environmentfriendly illumination decorated with 400,000 LEDs on
cherry trees along the River Meguro themed with
“Winter Cherry Blossoms” between Osakibashi and
Irukibashi (7,218 ft.). The electricity for the illumination
is totally generated by bio diesel fuel refined by used
plant oil recovered locally; six-minute walk from JR
Osaki Station or JR Gotanda Station; 03-5330-7675;
www.minna-no-illumi.com/.
WINTER ILLUMINATION AT TOBU ZOO (Saitama
prefecture): Through Feb. 11, 5-8 p.m., until 9 p.m.
on Dec. 23-25: illumination collaborated with music,
motion-picture and 3,000,000 LED lights at Tobu Zoo;
1,200 yen adults (admission only), 500 yen children
(admission only); 3,000 yen adults (includes free
rides), 2,000 yen children (includes free rides) after 3

Stripes Japan is A Stars and Stripes Community Publication.
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of Defense for members of the military services overseas.
However, the contents of Stripes Japan are unofficial, and are
not to be considered as the official views of, or endorsed by,
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or the U.S. Pacific Command. As a DOD newspaper, Stripes
Japan may be distributed through official channels and use
appropriated funds for distribution to remote and isolated

locations where overseas DOD personnel are located.
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those products by the Department of Defense or Stars and
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shall be made available for purchase, use, or patronage
without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin,
age, marital status, physical handicap, political affiliation, or
any other nonmerit factor of the purchaser, user, or patron.

p.m.; 10-minute walk from Tobu Zoo (Dobutsu Koen)
Station on Tobu Isesaki Line; 0480-93-1200; www.
tobuzoo.com/global/english/.
TOKYO TOWER: Through Feb. 28, 4-11 p.m.;
commemorating 60th anniversary of Tokyo Tower,
featuring a 46ft. 60-year-old living fir tree with orangecolored LED lights at 1st floor front-gate Square, in
addition, 10-minute lightening show collaborated
with music in every 30-minute until 10 p.m.; fiveminute walk from Toei Oedo Line Akabanebashi
Station; 03-3433-5111; www.tokyotower.co.jp/event/
illumination/WinterFantasy2018/en.html.
TOKYO DOME CITY WINTER ILLUMINATION
(Tokyo): Through Feb. 17, 4 p.m.-midnight; featuring
illumination that embodies the Japanese style of
living, and showcases motifs of traditional crafts on
Tokyo Dome and more; JR Suidobashi Station on
Sobu Line Suidobashi Station or Korakuen Station on
Marunouchi Line; 03-5800-9999; www.tokyo-dome.
co.jp/en/tourists/illumination/.
YOMIURILAND JEWELLUMINATION (Tokyo):
Through Feb. 17, 4-8:30 p.m. (until 9 p.m., Dec. 1525), totally renewed art of 6,000,000 lights used in
“Jewellumination,” in addition, 216 (197 feet width,
49 feet height, 60 meter width, 15meter height)
fountain show in every 15 minutes at “diamond
aurora world” area, popular ice skating link and
more; 1,400 yen for adults, 600 yen for junior and
senior high school students, 300 yen elementary
school students, 2,400 yen for adults (admission and
free rides, except Ferris wheel & gondola), 1,600 yen
for ages 3-17; 4015-1, Yanokuchi, Inagi City, Tokyo; 5
km from Chofu I.C., Chuo Expressway; 044-966-1111;
www.yomiuriland.com/english/.
MARUNOUCHI ILLUMINATION (Tokyo): Through
Feb. 17, 5-11 p.m., 5 p.m.- until midnight on Dec.; over
200 trees with 1,000,000 champagne gold LEDs are
lit on the streets on Marunouch area (Otemachi and
Yurakucho); JR Tokyo Station; 03-5218-5100.
SHIROYONE SENMAIDA ILLUMINATION (Ishikawa
prefecture): Through March 10, four-hour after
sunsets; Shiroyone’s Senmaida (1,000 rice fields)
is Japan’s historic rice paddy terraces and one
of the most scenic places in Ishikawa prefecture,
where you enjoy spectacular illumination of 25,000
LEDs by solar energy on footpaths between rice
paddy terraces, best time to view is between 7
and 8 p.m.; 20-minute shuttle bus available from JR
Wajima Station, 480 yen for adults (a round-trip), 240
yen for children or 40-minute ride from Noto Kuko
(Airport) I.C. on Noetsu Express; 0768-23-1146; http://
senmaida.wajima-kankou.jp/en/.
TOKINOSUMIKA WINTER ILLUMINATION (Shizuoka
prefecture): Through March 17, 4:30-10 p.m.; enjoy
fantasy world created in three areas such as all sorts
of flowers, fantastic laser-mapping performance
in synch with fountain and aquarium illuminated by
5,500,000 LEDs; free admission except Ohkyu-no Oka
and Suichu Rakuen; five-minute drive from Susono
I.C. on Tomei Express/15-minute drive from Gotenba
I.C. on Tomei Express or free shuttle bus available
from JR Mishimae and Gotemba Stations, 719
Kamiyama, Gotemba city, Shizuoka prefecture; 055087-3700; http://gotembakogenresort.com/.
SAGAMIKO ILLUMINATION 2018
(Kanagawa
prefecture): Through April 7, 4-9 p.m., until Dec.
21 and Jan. 7-11, Jan. 11-April 9, 4-9:30 p.m., on
weekends until Jan. 14, and all-days on Dec. 22Jan. 6; fantasy world created by 6,000,000 LED lights
in synch with music at Sagamiko Resort Pleasure
Forest; 10-minute bus ride from JR Sagamiko Station
on Chuo-Line and Hashimoto Station on JR and KeioLines or seven-minute ride from Sagamiko Higashi
I.C. (Exit only) on Chuo Express; 1,000 yen for adults,
700 yen for children, 700 yen pet (dog) for admission
fee, 1,000 yen for parking, 2,500 yen adult, 2,000 yen
children for night free pass; 042-685-1111; www.
sagamiko-resort.jp/illumillion/.
CARETTA
(SHIODOME
CITY
CENTER)
ILLUMINATION 2018 (Tokyo): Through Feb. 14,
5-11 p.m.., 6-11 p.m. on Jan. 3-Feb. 14; “Disney
MovieNEX Princess” illumination decorated with
LED lights along with music; two-minute walk from
JR Shimbashi Station; 03-6218-2100; www.caretta.
jp/foreign/index
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7 things to make your

winter trip even cooler
BY GRACE BUCHELE MINETA,
METROPOLIS MAGAZINE

S

o you’ve finally landed in your dream city,
Tokyo. And while everything is amazing and
fun … it’s also really cold—cold enough that
you don’t feel up to spending all day outside
exploring the city. But don’t worry, you don’t have to;
there are plenty of things to do in Tokyo that are perfect for the winter season. These are some of my favorites … seven of them, to be exact.

1.

Get lost in the
Edo Tokyo Museum

The Edo Tokyo Museum is by far my favorite museum in all of Japan. It’s an interactive museum that vividly illustrates the history of Tokyo—known as “Edo”
up until 1869—with various models of towns, life-sized
reproductions of dwellings, and hands-on exhibits. Admission is ¥600, and is good for a couple of hours of
nice, educational fun.

Tranquility at the onsen Photo courtesy of Grace Buchele Mineta

2.

Soak in an outdoor
onsen or sento

Japan is known for its bathhouse culture and Tokyo
is of course no exception. There are a number of onsen,
hot springs that use natural water pumped from the
earth; and sento, bathhouses with regular water, occasionally with added minerals, in Tokyo. They range
from tiny, local joints with two or three baths, to larger
places with themes, saunas, indoor and outdoor baths,
and places to relax. Prices usually range from ¥300 to
¥1,500. Options across Tokyo are endless, so if you’re

staying at a hotel, ask your front desk for ones nearby.
Bather beware: times are changing, but most onsen
and sento still do not allow people with tattoos inside.
If you have a tattoo and want to go, you could either try
concealing it with a Band-Aid … and if it’s too big to
hide, try booking a private bath.

3.

Stroll through
Asakusa

4.

Spend the afternoon
or night at a manga café

Asakusa is one of my
favorite places in Tokyo, regardless of the
season. It’s famous for
its temples and shrines,
specifically the Sensoji
Temple. You can also
pick up neat souvenirs,
do some shopping, and
try old-style street food
along the Nakamise-dori street—the long road
leading to Sensoji. If
you only get the chance
to visit one temple in
Tokyo, this is the one Sukiyaki File photo
I recommend: it’s gorgeous during both the
daytime and at night, when it’s lit up.

A manga café is a café—sort of—with hundreds of
volumes of Japanese comics to read. You pay by the
hour and are given a small booth with a reclining chair
or a padded floor to lie down on, unlimited soft drinks,
and access to an unbelievable variety of manga books.
They’re fun to visit, and if you miss your train or need
a cheap place to stay, they’re a popular place to spend
the night. Basically, heaven for comic book fans.

5.

Eat some warm
and tasty nabe

You know how some places have culinary specialties that vary season by season? Well, Tokyo is one of
those places, and its most famous winter food, nabe, is
delicious.
Nabe is a type of Japanese hot pot served on the

table in a portable stove, and it comes in all sorts of
flavors, with different bases and ingredients. My top
three recommendations for nabe are chanko, sukiyaki,
and oden.
Chanko is a type of nabe with a dashi or chicken
broth base, with large quantities of protein (chicken,
fish, tofu, seafood, beef) and vegetables. Chanko is delicious, but be warned: it’s commonly eaten by sumo
wrestlers as a weight-gain diet. You can find the dish
in the Ryogoku neighborhood of Tokyo, which is also
known as “Sumo Town.”
Sukiyaki is a type of
nabe with a soy sauce,
sugar, and mirin base.
Thin slices of beef are
slowly cooked alongside tofu and vegetables
such as leek, mushrooms, and leafy greens,
and is then dipped in a
raw egg and eaten.
Oden is a type of nabe
commonly sold at food
stalls and convenience
stores. It has a dashi
broth with mustard
and a number of common ingredients, such
as boiled eggs, radish, konjac, fishcakes, pounded rice
cakes, and tofu.

6.

Experience
an owl café

7.

Get a view from Tokyo
Tower or Skytree

Owl cafés are one of the new, big attractions in Tokyo. They are cafés where you can pet and hold live
owls while chatting with friends, sipping drinks, or
munching on owl-themed café foods. It’s a real hoot.
Prices, conditions, and species of owl vary depending
on the café.

Tokyo Tower and Tokyo Skytree both offer excellent
views of the Tokyo skyline. Tokyo Skytree is much taller, newer, and its admission is quite expensive (¥2,060);
while Tokyo Tower is older, a bit smaller, and entry is
cheaper (¥900). Whichever one you decide on, the thin,
clear winter air offers an amazing view of the city.
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Fuji, Hakone tour a must
Experience the breathtaking views

Another great view of Mount Fuji from nearby
Gotemba-Shi. Here we are at the entrance to
Mount Komagatake.

A pirate ship on Lake Ashi. This ship is used to
transport tourists across the lake.

STORY AND PHOTOS BY MARK ASAO,
JAPAN TRAVEL

O

n our recent visit back to Tokyo, one of the items on top of our list was to take a tour of Mount
Fuji. We attempted to see Mount Fuji on our own a few years ago but were unsuccessful.
Mount Fuji is one of those sights where a guided tour is a must in order to view it from
the best spots and to experience a tour to it’s maximum potential. Our tour left Tokyo by bus,
taking us directly to stage 5 of Mount Fuji. This is half way up, at an elevation of about
2305 meters high. We then made our way back down and found a great viewing
point in Gotemba-Shi. Next we went on a cruise over Lake Ashi and wrapped
things up by going to the summit of Mount Komagatake by cable car.
This was an absolutely fantastic tour and I highly recommend this
experience to other people. There are several tours available,
including some right here on Japan Travel. Mount Fuji
is breath taking and while the pictures serve as
great memories, nothing replaces experiencing it for yourself.

Here we are at the entrance to Mount Komagatake.

A golden sunset taken from the top of Mount
Komagatake.

A view of the sun beginning to set over
Mount Fuji. This shot was taken from
the top of Mount Komagatake.
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Top ways air travel is
changing for passengers
A

File photo

4 off-peak
travel tips
BY STACEY PETERS,
STRIPES JAPAN

T

raveling in the off season
can be quite beneficial.
First, there is the cost
savings; from flights to hotels, car
rentals and attractions — everything costs less when the peak
season ends. Second, crowds
are a lot smaller. Imagine waiting with your children hour after
hour, shoulder to shoulder with
other exhausted families, for the
chance to enter a museum or
grab a bite to eat.
With that being said, there are
a few things you should take into
consideration when planning an
off-season vacation. Having traveled to Greece in summer with
my kids, I expected to have a
very similar, if not less chaotic,
experience a few months later
with the entire family. And while,
I thoroughly recommend nonpeak travel to Greece, or most
any other warm destination, a
few things are worth noting.

Tip #1
Don’t take anything for granted. Just because the hotel advertises a pool online dies not mean
it will be available for your enjoyment. Non-peak months are the
perfect time for renovation and
routine maintenance.

Tip #2
If you can put up with the
street construction, lack of hotel
amenities, lobby remodel or an
obstructed view to the beach, ask
for a reduced rate or even a complimentary upgrade. While 73°
Fahrenheit is warm in Germany
this time of year, I knew the water would not be warm enough to
swim, so I booked a hotel with an
indoor pool, Jacuzzi and sauna.
Unfortunately, I didn’t call in advance to find out the pool, and all
the aforementioned amenities,
would not be in service when we
arrived. With a lack of public indoor pools, my kids were sad to
hear they wouldn’t be swimming
on this trip. The result: a drastic reduction in my own reading
time and the added stress of finding a replacement activity.
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Tip #3
Don’t assume all travel excursions will be available. Take a
moment to peruse the internet or
call the hotel. Most large attractions have websites with seasonal
hours of operation. Follow up on
information gathered from the
internet with a travel professional or the hotel staff.

Tip #4
They can only say no, so
go ahead and ask. With fewer
guests, you may find the staff
much more obliging. You can’t
take that bottle of olive oil or dish
detergent with you on the plane,
so ask if you can borrow.
For longer stays, renting an
apartment can be cost-effective,
but during the off season, great
deals are easy to find. We rented
a hotel suite with water views,
free Wi-Fi and beverage service.
After stocking up on a few staples and feeling pretty satisfied
with myself, I sat down to eat our
first meal and realized we were
missing a few things. I took the
elevator down to the restaurant
and ended up borrowing a bottle
opener, wine glasses, condiments
and much, much more.

Other things to
keep in mind

• Off-peak season is usually defined by the weather, so be cautious when planning a vacation
to areas subject to extreme
weather.
• Most attractions are closed on
Monday, or close early during
off-peak seasons, so plan accordingly.
• Weather can change dramatically, so come prepared with
enough layers to put on or take
off, like a sweater or light jacket.
While low-season travel has
its risks, you might find the benefits heavily outweigh them. You
have an opportunity to delve
deeper into the local color and
enjoy an exceptionally unique
travel experience. In the end, a
pool would have been nice, but
the kids didn’t seem to miss it.

t any given time, up to
5,000 aircraft are in
American skies. Ten million passenger flights took place
in 2016. The “Golden Age” of air
travel may feel like it’s long gone
in a time of heightened security
and since the advent of mass affordable flight, but experts say
that consumers can expect flying to be more comfortable and
convenient in the coming years
-- even when you’re riding coach.
“To survive and thrive, airlines are focused on product innovations and comfort upgrades
to ensure repeat business from
customers,” says Jennifer Coutts
Clay, who has over 40 years of
experience in the operational
management and marketing
of airlines, including time with
British Airways and Pan Am. She
is the author of “Jetliner Cabins:
Evolution and Innovation,” a
new eBook app featuring a historical record and futuristic look
at the commercial flying experience, with over 6,000 images and
interviews with airline experts.
Are you a frequent flier? Clay
says these trends may be headed
your way:
n Better
seating: Ergonomically constructed seatframes,
climate-controlled
seat-cover fabrics and lumbar-supporting
contoured
seat-foam inserts are just a
few of the cabin upgrades
being made to ensure more
comfortable travel.

n Mood lighting: Passengers
are given more freedom to
control their immediate surroundings through lighting.
Thanks to developments in
LED technology, many airlines are phasing out coldlooking lighting installations
to feature a rainbow range of
colors customized to suit the
time of day, the specific area
of the aircraft or to simulate
the soothing gradual process
of sunrise and sunset.
n Connectivity: In-flight entertainment, streaming content options and connectivity are expanding as onboard
Wi-Fi becomes faster and
cheaper. In-seat power supplies will keep mobile devices
running during long flights,
giving passengers opportunities to work, keep in touch
with those on the ground and
more.
n More accessibility: Airlines are making air travel
more accessible to those
with special needs. Recent
advances include aisle-size
wheelchairs, seat-armrests
that can be raised, extra grab
bars and handrails, in-flight
literature in braille, special
meals for an increased range
of dietary restrictions, privacy curtains for use around
lavatory doors and babychanging facilities.
n Improved
experience:
Flights are getting longer and

more crowded. In response,
airlines are aiming to tackle
the problems of stressed-out
passengers, with more personalization,
humanization
and options for how time can
be used onboard, including
opportunities to move around
the aircraft.
n Luxury amenities: In firstclass cabins of the “goldstandard” airlines, the luxury-level accommodations,
amenities and in-flight service standards keep getting
better. Passengers can rely
on concierge-type support
to handle personal arrangements before, during and after flights, and there is limo
service for ground transfers
to and from airports. In the
future, passengers might be
able to expect onboard salonstyle spas and even gyms if
they are willing to pay a premium.
More about the air travel experience is available by downloading Clay’s app at jetlinercabins.com.
“Preparing jetliners to accommodate airline passengers
is both an art and a science,”
she says. “As passenger expectations evolve and grow, you
can expect significant improvements in cabin comfort and
hospitality standards.”
- StatePoint
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My travel essentials for
a long-haul flight

STORY AND PHOTOS BY NANO BETTS,
TRAVELWITHNANOB.COM

A

s an expat living overseas, I have done my fair
share of long-haul flights
and after years of trial and error, I developed a pretty neat list
of travel essentials that help me
prepare for, as well as comfortably last through the multi-hour
flights (especially the red-eye!).
I thought it might be useful to
share some of my tips and tricks
and give a peek into my carryon bag.

Comfortable
Clothes

First thing first, the level of
your comfort will be hugely
impacted well before you even
board that pan-global flight. I
am a huge proponent of dressing neatly yet comfortably for
the journey ahead. Typically,
my go-to outfits are soft stretchy
jeans/leggings, a long, slightly
loose cotton top/shirt and a pair
of converse or fashion sneakers.
It allows me to be causal enough
without looking too sloppy. To
each their own, but I cannot do
sloppy. Flipflops and pajamas
or (tiny shorts) and messy buns
are great at home, but I don’t
appreciate thousands of people
seeing me at my lousiest. On the
opposite side of the spectrum, I
cannot comprehend how people
dress up full on for their flights
either, with heels and dresses. I
read a great article on CN Traveler the other day that talks
about exactly that – why your
flight attire matters.

Healthy Snacks

I am not the first or the last
person to comment on the unhealthy options typically offered
on the planes. After picking up
magazines I love to peruse airport combinis for some healthy
snacks to munch on in-between
meals on the plane. Nuts and
dried fruit are my all time favorites! I also do my best to drink
as much water as I can before,
during and after the flight. Dehydration on the plane is a real
story and it’s important to nourish your body. I also make sure
to get up a few times during the
flight, stand in the rear of the
plane and stretch a bit.

Magazines, A Book,
My Journal

I’m a sucker for glossy covers, and my number one destination after I check in and go
through the security gate is a
book store. I pick up the latest Vogue, InStyle and Travel
+ Leisure for a limitless doze
of inspiration. A catchy light
read is also a must. One time
I was flying on Lufthansa from
Munich to Miami and a few of
the TVs didn’t work the entire
flight (appox. nine hours!), including mine! Back then I was
a shy traveler and didn’t think
to demand at least a free wifi
access on my laptop, but thank
God I had a book with me to
keep me entertained!
I also make sure I have
my journal anywhere I go to
scribble down all of my racing
thoughts and ideas for future
stories and articles. Oh, and
three pens, because my uniballs have tendency to malfunction.

Back-up Movies/
Podcasts

Exactly for the reason stated above, I also make sure
I have a few of my favorite
movies or new podcasts on my
laptop/tablet. In-flight entertainment systems are not always reliable so I make sure I
am well-equipped in case they
fail.

Neck Pillow

This is my absolute staple
and I cannot survive without
one, especially if I’m cramped
in the middle seat. The regular airline pillows never do
the trick. Neck pillows help
maintain dignity while falling asleep – no tilting heads or
drooling nightmares.

Earplugs

I spent more years than I
care to admit in a constant
torture on the red-eye flights,

unable to sleep. Even the comfort of the fully reclining seats
in the first class wouldn’t do a
trick. And then I finally found
a reason – that perpetual roar
of the airplane’s engine – and
the solution – earplugs! It was
a pure revelation. Blocking the
sound lets me fall asleep like a
baby! I’m also considering eye
masks next time I fly.

Cosmetics Bag

No, I do not put on make-up
during flights. What I put in my
carry-on make-up bag are a
toner (a miracle for refreshing
my oily T-zone), toothbrush and
toothpaste, dental floss and mini
packs of Listerine strips (no
need to worry about liquids), deodorant, wet wipes, tissues and
my mini hand towel, hand sanitizer, tiny fold-able hair brush
(because: mane) , saline nasal
spray (my nose always, always
gets super dry from the lack of
fresh air), a little tube of hand
cream with subtle fragrance –
perfect for moisturizing your
hands and feeling refreshed
without disturbing other passengers. My current favorite is
cherry blossom flavored hand
cream by L’Occitane and Laline
which might be exclusive to Japan. They both smell absolutely
divine in the most unobtrusive
way and leave my skin silky soft.

Headphones

I always carry my headphones around in my purse,
and they are a staple during
travel. I hate the ones that they
give out on the planes, I want
to cringe when that synthetic
spongy wrap touches my ears.
I also recently found out about
the existence of noise-canceling

headphones (I know, I’m behind
about 10 years. Insert deep sigh
here.) – you bet it’s on my birthday wishlist!

Scarf and Socks

We all know how chilly it can
get on the plane, so I always
make a point to pack my super
soft pashmina wrap I got in the
Grand Bazaar in Istanbul, as
well as my cashmere socks (so
soft, light and warm!) to make
sure my feet (read: perpetual
ice-blocks) remain somewhat
warm.

the leg room, the crying child
in the back seat, the quality of
the food, lack of drinks or choice
of movies. You know what, it is
what it is, and as long as the
crew is polite, the service is
good and the pilot knows what
he is doing – I really don’t care.
I also made friends with a former flight attendant who once
shared that they would always
feel a bit sad and underappreciated after every flight. Everyone rushes to get off the plane as
soon as possible without looking
back at people who have been
taking care of them for the past
few hours, while a simple thank
you would make their day. Although they particularly loved
those passengers who brought
chocolates! I felt very very bad,
and from that day on I make an
active effort to be nice and appreciate the crew. Not only will
you make them feel like their
work counts (which does!), but
it might up your chances of
preferential treatment (wink,
wink!).

Jewelry and Other
Valuables

I already talked about my
biggest lesson learned whilst
traveling – never put any valuables in a check-in bag. I swear
by that rule, better be overly
cautious than lose something
like I did once.

Basic Medicine

I also mentioned about packing first aid kit in my carry-on. At the very least
I always make sure
to have a small bottle
of Advil, Antacid and
a pack of Band-aids.
Needless to say, you
must always put your
prescription medicine
in your carry-on.

Positive
Attitude

Last but not least,
I genuinely dislike
people who are fussy
about everything the
moment they board
the plane: the seats,

File photo
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Stripes Sports Trivia

The NHL has seen 4 teams come back to advance after facing a 3-games-to-none deficit in a playoff
series. In MLB, this has only occurred once – Boston in 2003. And the feat has never happened in
the NBA. The last team to do it in the NHL did so in 2014 – Who made the improbable comeback
against an in-state rival?

Answer

Los Angeles Kings

Week of 12/3/18 - 12/9/18

The Weekly Crossword

D ID YOU
K NOW?

T

he deigo, or tiger’s claw, was
named the official flower of
Okinawa in 1972. Deigo trees
are normally in bloom around midApril through May. Around that
time, the red flowers of the trees
can be seen at places like Okinawa
Comprehensive Athletic Park in
Okinawa City, or Peace Memorial
Park in Itoman City.

昼

K a n ji o f
t h e we e k

oon)
Hiru/Chuu (N

Language Lesson
I’ll go home.
Week of 12/3/18 - 12/9/18

Ie ni kaerimasu.

SUDOKU

Edited by Margie E. Burke

Difficulty: Easy
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Each row must contain the
numbers 1 to 9; each column must
contain the numbers 1 to 9; and
each set of 3 by 3 boxes must
contain the numbers 1 to 9.
Answers to Last Week’s Sudoku:

4
7
6
2
8
9
5
3
1

3
5
1
4
6
7
9
8
2

9
8
2
3
5
1
4
6
7

5
1
8
7
9
3
2
4
6

2
4
9
6
1
8
7
5
3

6
3
7
5
4
2
8
1
9

1
9
5
8
2
6
3
7
4

8
2
3
1
7
4
6
9
5

7
6
4
9
3
5
1
2
8

ACROSS
1 "The Alienist"
author
5 Hang down
10 Box-office bomb
14 Orchestral reed
15 North Carolina's
____ Banks
16 Greet the judge
17 Paper purchase
18 City served by
The Daily Planet
20 Classic Cadillac
22 Pig's innards
23 Floral necklace
24 Date-night hirees
25 Hollywood
Foreign Press
awards
30 Projecting
window
31 Maid Marian's
man
32 Barbecue bit
35 Actress
Tuesday
36 Question
37 Foal's mother
38 "___ a chance!"
39 Lethal loop
40 Kind of roll
41 Bright side
43 Mayor in Madrid
46 Irish rebel group
47 "Death of a
Salesman"
author
48 Texas nickname
53 Modest
55 Bit of filming
56 Blood fluids
57 Chop finely
58 Rainbow
goddess
59 Paleozoic and
Mesozoic
60 Look of disdain
61 Small price to
pay
DOWN
1 Reactor part
2 Biblical brother

1

2

3

by Margie E. Burke

4

5

14

15

17

18

20

6

7

8

30

32

33

34

50

51

52

29

31
36

37

39

40

41
44

13

24
28

35

43

12

22

27

38

11

16

21

26

10

19

23
25

9

42
46

45

47

48

53

49

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61
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3 Trucker's milieu
4 Shaped anew
5 It may be
eminent
6 Felt bad about
7 "Beetle Bailey"
pooch
8 Atop, in verse
9 Forbid
10 Tops a cake
11 Charles de
Gaulle's birthplace
12 Basket willow
13 Annoyances
19 Communion plate
21 Casting need
24 Lamenting one
25 Prom purchase
26 Cookie with
Peeps and Peppermint varieties
27 Cheerful tune
28 Disco favorite,
"Shake Your
_____ Thing"
29 No-good sort
32 Indian princess

33 Hotel room
amenity
34 Floating ice
mass
36 Low spirits
37 Like some religious orders
39 Frasier's brother
40 Bring on board
41 Cantina dips
42 Hang around
43 Give the giggles

44 Eyelid cosmetic
45 Red Cross
founder Barton
48 Cash biopic
"Walk the ____"
49 Grimm beginning
50 Scale deduction
51 Comparable (to)
52 Medical advice,
often
54 Time div.

Answers to Last Week’s Crossword:
T
H
U
M
B

R
U
R
A
L

S
O
A
P

P
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R
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